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mormon bibliography follows the pattern
adopted in the previous issues of the brigham young university
studies it consists of selected items from the 1965 v 6
mormon americana a cooperative listing of books dealing with
mormons
Mormons in this bibliography only the items
utah and the cormons
concerning the church have been considered
in the 1964 edition of the mormon bibliography two
problems were noted concerning books being published in this
area the confusion of edition and printing and the lack of
care in the printing of bibliographies another problem facing
the scholar as he works with local materials is the lack of
proper indexing
this is not a problem which is peculiar to materials printed
in utah however the fact that it is a general problem does
not keep it from being annoying during the past two years 1I
have worked on a bibliography of mormonism and one of the
most trying parts of the project has been to locate sections of
books dealing with mormonism equally frustrating to other
writers are the periodicals and newspapers which have never
been properly indexed
A great deal of work has been done to index the more
prominent church periodicals mr N 1I butt of the BYU
library has been the principal person responsible for these
indexes having published indexes to the times and seasons
messenger and advocate eiders
elders journal journal of discourses and many more still others are indexes in manuscript
form such as his index to the juvenile instructor and contributor also there is hope for more being published by other
both oyler
people such as the index to the millennial star by beth
though most helpful most of the indexes now published have
a great deal to be desired as far as completeness and availability
are concerned also there is the problem of cumulative indexes
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for current publications since 1952 the BYU library has
indexed the church section of the deseret news and published
it since 1957 there has however never been an accumulation
so that a person must go through fourteen separate indexes
each year the problem increases
A problem more serious and for which there is less excuse
is the lack of good indexes in books published locally true
the responsibility for an index usually is the author s but certain
guidelines could be set forth by a publisher whose name is being
placed on the title page of the work an example of such an
index is in sterling W sill s leadership vol 1I
ten items
in the index are listed under the which is never properly a
filing word there are thirteen references to joseph smith under
under smith the reference to major
twelveunder
joseph and twelve
M treptow is found under major what is otherwise a fine
book is reduced in value due to poor indexing with so much
material available the scholars usually do not have time to
read or scan a book in the hope of finding something of import
if the book does not have a good index it is often omitted
from consideration
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